INDEX FOR P.L. 94-171 COUNTY BLOCK MAP (CENSUS 2000)

INDEX MAP LEGEND

SYMBOL DESCRIPTION

FEATURE

A Fucked Up Road

B International Boundary

C Plans Designated Place

D Corporate Offset Boundary

E Census Tract

F Minor Civil Division

G Census County Division

H Minor Indian Reservation

I Statistical Area

J incorporated Place

K Census Designated Place

L Consolidated City

M Minor Civil Division

N Alaska Native Regional Corporation

O Alaska Native Designated Place

P Other Physical Feature

Q Shape of the map extends beyond the border of the United States and its territories.

R Shape of the map extends beyond the limits of the U.S. Census Bureau.

S Shape of the map extends beyond the limits of the U.S. Census Bureau.

T Shape of the map extends beyond the limits of the U.S. Census Bureau.

U Shape of the map extends beyond the limits of the U.S. Census Bureau.

V Shape of the map extends beyond the limits of the U.S. Census Bureau.

W Shape of the map extends beyond the limits of the U.S. Census Bureau.

X Shape of the map extends beyond the limits of the U.S. Census Bureau.

Y Shape of the map extends beyond the limits of the U.S. Census Bureau.

Z Shape of the map extends beyond the limits of the U.S. Census Bureau.
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